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COVER STORY:
The 1987 Southern Accents Fine Arts Festival is here!6Here's your chance to soak up some culture . . . and

it's FREE!
Cathy McHugh tells what you missed, and provides a

long list for what's coming up.
For those of you party animals ready to rock, Chris Cain

talks to three bands who are partly responsible for the
new sound of Southern rock: Dash Rip Rock, Love Chapter
and Guadalcanal Diary. Catch their performances Friday
afternoon in the Great Hall.

If you feel like dancing, or, hey, would rather just watch,
the Carolina Dancers and the Wall Street Danceworks will

kick up their heels Saturday night in Memorial Hall. Angela
Hampton finds out why dancing is a way of life for them.

Everyone has stories to tell, but Sharon Kessler talks
to four people who have made a career out of the art
of storytelling. They'll be in the Forest Theatre Sunday
afternoon just sit back, relax and recuperate from those
weekend parties ... .

Meet the Karate Kid. No, it's not Ralph Macchio. Bowen3Vanderberry tells of Tommy Margrave, The Silent
Warrior, a 17-year-- old black belt who also happens to be
deaf.
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Z3 It's the annual Joe Bob Briggs guide to the top Five4Party Schools in America. What? UNC isn't on the list?

Is it a Communist plot? And, for all you zombies, Joe Bob

checks out "Evil Dead II."
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Hey, you, Joe Omnibus Reader, guest writers, Jason5Bott, Alison Howard and Carolyn Hochmuth, recom-

mend new albums. The artists? Julian Pope, Los Lobos
and the Fleshtones.

can bet Tipper Gore and friends wouldn't think
IAYou the new explosion in the rock scene.
Angela Hampton dicovers that Christian rock is at an all

time high.

Feeling claustrophobic? Tired of living in DavisH library? Just bored? Check out this Week's Fare for

ideas on where to go.
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Graffiti! We're still in the toilet, but this week Teresa1 AfEatmon has moved off the walls (well, it's still off

the wall material, but ) and into the soap dish. Patriotism
abounds: It's that floating soap, "Coke adds life" and who
could forget Levis? Watch out you might learn something.

Staff Writers: Beth Buffington, ERsn DeRosset, Chris Cain,
John Cobbs, Teresa Eaimon, Joanne Gordon, Angela
Hampton, Memsy Price, Sharon KessSer, Bowen Vander-

berry and Cathy McHugh, assistant editor.

THE VOLLEYBALL SCENE
FROM 'TOP BCOM'
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